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Get immediate insights with Context
Court & Judge Analytics, the first
and only case-law language analytics
solution in Canada†.
Context deploys powerful technology — legal
language analytics — across over 120,000 Lexis
Advance® Quicklaw® case-law documents to
bring to light the cases, and language a specific
court or judge cites most often, in cases similar
to yours.
Leverage this unique, language-based technology
to quickly uncover court ruling data, and judge
opinion analytics to build the most persuasive
argument possible.

Context Highlights
• Analyze over 5500 judicial profiles,
across all federal, provincial and
territorial courts
• Access over 230 Canadian court
profiles covering Federal, Provincial
and Territorial courts
• Review arguments used by judges in
granting or denying over 25 different
motion types

See how Context can strengthen your
case strategy.
Book a live demo at:
LexisNexis.ca/Context-Demo
or 1-800-255-5174

Craft Your Most Persuasive Argument
With Context, you can uncover critical litigation intelligence to build better briefs and oral arguments
using the specific language from previous cases, that has been proven to resonate with your court, or
persuade your judge.
Impress your clients with data driven insights
Ensuring you have the right data for your motion
strategy ensures the best outcome for your client.
Only Context Court Analytics brings to light the
cases that supported a granted or deny ruling
enabling you to:
• Identify the language a specific court cites
most often — use that intel to craft compelling
arguments, and avoid arguments the court has
ruled negatively on in the past
• See how many cases like yours have been tried
in a specific court, and review how that court
has ruled on those cases and why
• Anticipate how a court will rule and determine
the probability of success when filing or
defending a motion

Speak your judge’s language
Make your most persuasive argument by using the
language your judge wants to hear. With Context
Judge Analytics you can:
• Know the specific language and cases your
judge relies on to craft your most compelling
argument
• Forecast how likely you are to prevail by
knowing the grant and denial rates for over 25
motion types for your judge
• Have confidence in your arguments knowing
the fellow judges your judge cites most often
See all that Context has to offer with a
free live demo. Book one today at:
LexisNexis.ca/Context-Demo
or 1-800-255-5174
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